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What is DTS

Distributed Transaction System (DTS) is a software package that enables
easy building of real distributed applications in multivendor (Digital, IBM,
Hewlett-Packard,...) environments. That is, all the different computers with
different operating systems and software development tools can be tied to-
gether into one single application environment.

DTS is a complete Client/Server implementation, a superset of the Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) principle. With DTS a local user written (Front End
or Client) application can make a transparent procedure call to any remote
system using DTS. This function is fully bi-directional or symmetrical: any
of the DTS nodes can act both as Front End (= Client) and Back End (=
Server). The procedure call is open and universal — the routines (Han-
dlers) that are remotely called can  be any user written subroutines that
are created in that system using the local tools and languages or even
Case/4GL products. The call interface is exactly the same in all different
hardware and operating system environments.

DTS implementations on different platforms support a variety of different
communication protocols. Figure 1 illustrates the overall structure and
services provided by the DTS software.

The local application gets DTS services through one single subroutine call,
which is the same in all different systems.

With one single remote subroutine call up to 32 kilobytes of information
can be sent to the remote application and the maximum of 32 kilobytes can
be received, depending on the remote application routine (handler). The
first 39 bytes (the DTS header) of the input information always contain

• Name of the remote system running DTS Back End
• Name of the routine (handler) to be called
• Type of transaction (Inquiry/Update/On-line Update)
• Presentation services (Bin/ASCII/EBCDIC/Compression)
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Figure 1.  DTS layered model and services provided

DTS can transmit/receive the information either in binary or text format.
In the latter case all the necessary conversions between different data rep-
resentations and character sets are done automatically by DTS, transpar-
ent to the user. DTS can also pack the messages during the transport
phase, meaning more effective use of remote communication links. A typi-
cal compression rate with text data being 40-50%.

DTS services can be divided into synchronous and asynchronous ones.

A synchronous call is made in real time (on-line) to the remote system
(Back End). The calling local main program (Front End) stops in the DTS
call until the response is got back from the remote subroutine. This kind of
call is called an "Inquiry Type" transaction — it either succeeds or not, no
recovery or data integrity is provided by DTS. The calling program gets a
return code telling whether the transaction succeeded or not.
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An asynchronous call moves the message to a local DTS transaction queue.
DTS is responsible for it there after. It delivers the message to the remote
system. The calling application just gets a return code telling that the mes-
sage is queued and can continue its execution right away. This kind of call
is an "Update Type" transaction — DTS guarantees its integrity.

The third transaction type offered by DTS is "On-line Update". It is a com-
bination of the two types described above. DTS first tries to make the
transaction synchronously, but if it doesn’t succeed (the data communica-
tions path to the remote system is not working at the time, for example) the
message is moved to the local DTS queue to be delivered later on by DTS.
The calling application gets a return code telling which way it went. Data
and transaction integrity is guaranteed by DTS for this transaction type.

One major functionality provided by DTS is full data integrity over DTS
transactions, if it is requested by the caller (see the offered transaction
types). DTS provides 2 Phase Commit level integrity over single transac-
tions, where 1 transaction = 1 message (from a node to one node) and guar-
antees reliable delivery of the messages in requested order. This single one-
shot transaction can even be routed through many intermediate DTS
nodes, the integrity between the two "end nodes" (Client and Server) is
guaranteed. Application programmer still having only one simple function
call to perform Remote Procedure Calls (synchronous or asynchronous) to
other DTS nodes.

All DTS implementations contain a routing capability. This means that af-
ter leaving the local node the remote subroutine call can go through several
DTS systems before reaching the final destination node. DTS nodes can
thus be used as gateways between different network topologies and proto-
cols. DTS routing is totally transparent to the original caller; he only needs
to know the DTS node name of the final destination.

A strong data encryption mechanism called DTSCRYPT is available as a
software option for the latest DTS environments. It is based on effective
Public/Private Key cryptography and practically unlimited encryption key
length. Commonly appreaciated algorithms like Diffie-Hellman and Triple
DES-EDE3-CBC are being used for actual data encryption during line
transfers. DTSCRYPT provides DTS transactions and intersystem commu-
nication a very secure environment were business critical data may be
transferred as DTS messages over insecure communication lines safely.
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The following tools for managing and operation are included in DTS:

• An operator control program, that enables the system manager to moni-
tor on-line the operation of DTS systems.

• Interactive tool applications or parameter files for configuring all the
characteristics of a DTS system, like the communications protocol used,
the number of concurrent parallel links, time-out settings, etc.

• Tools for generating, starting and stopping DTS systems.

• Log files where DTS writes all the relevant events. The level of logging
can be adjusted with parameters.

• Ready made tools written above the DTS programming interface, to be
used for testing & real solutions and as examples:

— YFIJL; Combined performance analyzer and testing tool for remote
back-end applications and communications links.

— DTSCOPY; A file transfer application with source code included.

• Effective DTS network monitoring utilities:

— DTSSTAT; Distributed DTS system status query utility.

— DTSCMON; A complete Microsoft Windows-based centralized DTS
network monitoring application with a fully graphical interface.

At the time of release of this document DTS is available for the following
hardware and operating system environments:

Compaq Tru64 UNIX (Alpha), formerly Digital UNIX and DEC OSF/1 AXP

Digital VAX/VMS and OpenVMS VAX

Digital OpenVMS Alpha AXP
Digital ULTRIX (RISC and VAX)
Hewlett-Packard HP-UX (HP 9000)
Hewlett-Packard MPE/iX (HP 3000)
IBM AIX (RS/6000)
IBM OS/2
IBM CICS (MVS and VSE)
IBM OS/400 (IBM AS/400)
Microsoft Windows 3.1x *
Microsoft Windows NT, 2000, 95, 98, Me

LINUX (Intel)
Any industry-standard Java-capable WWW browser or Java interpreter *

* limited front-end (client) functionality only
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In IBM systems DTS has traditionally used the SNA APPC/LU6.2 protocol.
A DTS system equipped with both SNA LU6.2 and TCP/IP or DECnet can
act as a transparent gateway between two different networks. Several stan-
dard local area networks of different architectures can be connected to form
an integral DTS network. For example, real time procedure calls can be
made from a Digital UNIX workstation in Ethernet/TCP/IP to an AS/400
system in Token Ring/SNA. Alternatively Digital DECnet/SNA gateway
products can be used to form such connection from a Digital VMS system.

The rapid growth of TCP/IP usage, even in pure IBM environments, has
made the the protocol gateway usage obsolete in many cases. Any two DTS
environments with TCP/IP support can be directly connected, of course.

DTS/VMS SLU Type P support offers a way to connect a VAX/VMS system
(or any other DTS system via routing) to an IBM/IMS system via Digital
DECnet/SNA gateways. This functionality is not fully symmetrical. No DTS
software is available for the IMS side and there are some small differences
in the functionality. Actually DTS/VMS SLU-P support is a result of inte-
grating a software called TQPS/VMS and DTS/VMS.

Figure 2 contains a summary table of protocols and routing/data encryption
features currently supported by each of the DTS implementations.

Figure 2.  DTS family table and communication protocols supported
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The communication protocols that are not fully implemented for some spe-
cific operating system environment are results of a customized project
based on DTS product family or experimental test projects performed to de-
termine the feasibility of such implementation. They can be easily ex-
panded to cover complete bi-directional DTS functionality, but such engi-
neering effort will not take place until there is a real demand.

All the version support information (supported platforms, protocols etc.) is
given according to the situation at the time of writing this manual. Since
DTS product family tends to grow in years, please contact your DTS soft-
ware supplier for the latest information.

DTS makes possible to call a subroutine in computer B from computer A. In
other words, DTS implements a remote procedure call (figure 3). 

In practice a local procedure (DTS front-end service) YFIAPPC is called in
computer A. The caller gives YFIAPPC information about the subroutine
name and the remote computer node name in the DTS message header
area.

DTS RPC-like functionality is bi-directional. Called remote system can re-
turn its response also asynchronously by calling us back via DTS.

Figure 3.  The principle of a remote procedure call
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Synchronous (on-line) DTS transactions may be performed from Java ap-
plets and applications by using the DTSJAVA class library package. A high
level of abstraction of DTS messages is provided by using an object-oriented
approach hiding all low-level details of DTS message header construction.
Extremely easy usage of remote DTS transactions has been made possible
from industry-standard Java interfaces.

The DTSJAVA package can directly communicate with a native DTS sys-
tem. This is especially useful for Java-based WWW applets, which can now
use the DTS call interface for communication with operative systems. For
example, a Java applet executed on a client WWW browser can easily re-
trieve data from operative database systems via DTS and display it appro-
priately in its own user interface.

According to the Java standards, DTSJAVA class library is fully platform
independent. The necessary class files are loaded into the client browser at
the time the applet is invoked and a native DTS transaction communica-
tion takes place between the browser and the WWW server DTS system.
Any remote DTS system can be made reachable via DTS transparent rout-
ing to allow secure access to actual operative environments.

Figure 4.  Operative system usage via WWW, DTS and DTSJAVA
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The following figure illustrates a multivendor network setup that can be
easily formed using DTS software. Each computer in the presented net-
works can call any other computer via DTS, regardless of the underlying
communication protocols and physical transports.

Figure 5.  Example network using TCP/IP, DECnet and SNA LU6.2
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